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So… you have a great idea for a tech-
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oriented business and maybe an MBA to

First Name

go along with it. But if you don’t have
strong technical skills, then you’re going

Email

to need to fill that gap. That’s where a
Subscribe

technical co-founder comes in.
The fact is, no responsible investor will

Categories

back a tech startup that lacks tech
talent. It’s simply too risky. And even if
you’re not looking for funding right now, you’re going to need in-house technical expertise sooner

$ Business Basics (253)

rather than later. No doubt about it: Having a CTO type as part of your founding team is essential.

$ Business Plans (51)

The challenge is that qualified candidates — experienced developers and software engineers with

$ Featured Consultant (1)

strong project management skills — are in high demand and have their pick of career opportunities.

$ Finance & Accounting (23)

So what does it take to find and successfully recruit a technical co-founder?

$ Focus & Productivity (4)

What not to do

$ Franchising (6)

First of all, let’s dispel the notion that you can take shortcuts rather than bring on a technical cofounder. Learning to code yourself? If you even have the stomach for that, it would take you years

$ Funding Trends (20)
$ Innovation (27)

and prevent you from focusing on your business. Outsourcing development to India or hiring a
freelancer or college kid? That might be fine for developing a minimum viable product (MVP), but
not nearly enough for the long term.

$ International (22)
$ Leadership (49)

Sell the opportunity

$ Legal (21)

A potential technical cofounder will want to know why joining your startup is such a great

$ Lessons Learned (41)

opportunity. Having an MVP to share can help. So can the perspective that comes with “talking to
potential customers, gathering requirements, researching competition and comparable companies
in adjacent areas, testing your assumptions, gathering market feedback, and drumming up interest

$ Marketing & Sales (43)
$ People & Management (77)

and momentum around what you are trying to do,” writes RunKeeper founder Jason Jacobs.
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Ultimately, you have to prove there’s demand for what you’re offering — and that the market is
willing to pay for it.

$ Research & Analysis (9)

Sell yourself

$ SBA Certifications (4)

Potential technical cofounders will be evaluating you, too. What exactly do you bring to the table?
You must make a compelling case that your experience, skills, connections, and vision will help

$ Skills (37)
$ Small Business (12)

make your startup a success. Also, even though you’re not a professional coder, you should be

$ Social Media (23)

tech-savvy enough to be able to ask good questions and engage in a reasonably intelligent
conversation.

$ Strategy (68)

Conduct the search

$ Uncategorized (1)

When it comes to finding qualified candidates, the possibilities are endless. You can use sites that

Follow Us

match entrepreneurs and technical talent (e.g. Founder2be or CoFoundersLab) or leverage your
LinkedIn network. But you should also get out there and meet people through community events,
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hackathons, startup weekends, industry conferences, etc.

Evaluate candidates
There’s a lot to consider when evaluating candidates. Are they a good fit in terms of work ethic,
vision, and commitment? Do you trust them? How strong are their technical skills? Hiring a recruiter
can help you sort it all out, but can also be cost-prohibitive. Instead, find a technical advisor —
someone with the right experience who is willing to work for a small piece of equity — to help with
initial interviews and make recommendations.

Define roles & compensation
Before you commit to a candidate — and a candidate commits to you — everyone’s roles must be
clearly defined. As Marty Zwilling wrote on our blog in 2011, “Agree on role assignments early. The
last thing you need after all this work is partners stepping on your toes. Make sure you all agree on
what you know, what you are good at, and what responsibilities are assigned to each. Get this in
writing as a standard prenuptial.”
As for compensation, remember that you’re bringing on a partner, not a salaried employee.
Compensation must reflect the high demand for his or her services, so be prepared to make a
reasonable offer that includes equity. Yes, you need to keep costs under control — but making a
lowball offer isn’t going to land you a rock-star cofounder.
Do you have any lessons to share about finding and recruiting a technical co-founder? Please chime
in below.

Akira Hirai
Akira is the Founder & CEO of Cayenne Consulting. He has over 30 years of
experience both as an entrepreneur and helping other entrepreneurs succeed.
Akira earned his BA in Engineering Sciences from Harvard University. View details.
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estraschnov
September 14, 2014 at 11:37 am

It’s becoming easier and easier to build tech and product without technical skills. Generalpurpose programming tools are emerging recently (like Visual Basic in the 90s, see Chris
Dixon’s post https://cdixon.org/2014/04/13/software-eats-software-development/… ).
Soon, people won’t need a tech cofounder to build tech-enabled startups (Airbnb being a
perfect example).
So this is auto-promotion, but Bubble (https://bubble.io/) is one of them (I’m a cofounder).
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You can build your product without code on Bubble. There is a learning curve, as it’s

"

programming, but this is with a visual interface that gets rid of the coding aspect. Our
users have build crowdfunding platforms, marketplaces, all starting from a white page (no

#

template) and without code.
There are more and more tools like these and they’re actually getting to a position that
enables people to really build things without code. If you have the wireframe, you pretty
much have all it takes to use Bubble.
Reply

Akira Hirai
September 14, 2014 at 11:52 am

I agree that there are a lot of great visual development tools out there; they’re great for
prototyping and building a minimum viable product (MVP). And, in some cases, even a
complete product. But ease of use often come with trade-offs in terms of flexibility,
performance, security, scalability, and stability. Tech companies still need in-house
tech talent in order to be a viable venture.
Reply

estraschnov
September 14, 2014 at 8:24 pm

Sure, tools are always less flexible than code. However, they can still do the job.
Higher level tools and frameworks always have that issue, but some still succeed at
replacing lower level stuff. For instance, Ruby-on-rails comes with a lot of tradeoffs in terms of flexibility, but it works… It’s all about building tools that can offer
flexibility, but there is not theoretical reasons why that shouldn’t be possible.
Reply

Natarajan H K
September 14, 2014 at 1:53 pm

If software is only 20% of your business, it might be okay to go ahead without a
Technical co-founder (I’d still prefer a Tech Co-Founder) but in all other cases, a Tech
Co-Founder is a must. Building a product within the constraints of web development
platforms, restricts you from making the best product. Infact, it’ll be an average
product at best with bunch of lookalikes everywhere. and in the startup world, you
really will not be able to sell something that is not up to your own standards. You will
also make trade-offs on the user experience that won’t be worth it.
If you aspire to build a very successful product, you got to push the best (to your
capabilities) V1 out and it all starts from thinking from the user requirements without
any constraints.
Reply

estraschnov
September 14, 2014 at 8:27 pm

Yeah, for technology startups, you should do everything in house. But for a techenabled startup, it’s a bit different. And there are plenty of these, some of them
being huge (Airbnb…). I would argue that if Airbnb is successful, it’s not because of
it’s code (it’s just good enough), but more because of it’s strategy, UX, branding,
etc. For these, using a web development framework that offers more speed/ease of
development with slightly less customization can be a win I think
Reply
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David Hornik, a prosperous and respected
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venture capitalist, offers a term sheet to

First Name

entrepreneur Danny Shader. After extensive
due diligence, Shader decides to sign with

Email

another investor. The reason? Hornik came
Subscribe

off as too affable, too generous with his
time, too much of a giver.

Categories

This anecdote leads off Give and Take: A
Revolutionary Approach to Success, the
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2013 book by Wharton professor Adam
Grant. As Grant sees it, there are three

$ Business Plans (51)

types of people: givers (“other-focused,

$ Featured Consultant (1)

paying more attention to what other people
need from them”), takers (“they like to get more than they give”), and matchers (“who believe in tit

$ Finance & Accounting (23)

for tat … relationships are governed by an even exchange of favors”).

$ Focus & Productivity (4)
Grant argues that being the right type of giver is the best pathway to success. Which brings me
back to that opening story. Shader felt bad about turning down Hornik, who by all accounts was not
only brilliant but also a great guy. So before the financing closed, he invited Hornik to make a smaller

$ Franchising (6)
$ Funding Trends (20)

investment. Hornik accepted and has since contributed greatly to the growth of Shader’s business,

$ Innovation (27)

PayNearMe.
In this isolated case, being a giver resulted in a sort of consolation prize for Hornik. But Grant says
you need to look at the big picture: In addition to serving as a reference for Hornik (“which is

$ International (22)
$ Leadership (49)

probably even more valuable than the deal itself,” notes Grant), Shader has sent many other

$ Legal (21)

investment opportunities his way.
The anecdote illustrates how Hornik has done well because of — not in spite of — his giving nature.
Want further proof of how people respond to his style? Over his first 11 years as a venture capitalist,

$ Lessons Learned (41)
$ Marketing & Sales (43)

Hornik had 25 of his 28 term sheets accepted by entrepreneurs.

$ People & Management (77)
Here are a few other key takeaways that I picked up from Give and Take.

$ Raising Capital (74)

Make the “five-minute favor” a habit

$ Research & Analysis (9)

In 2011, Adam Rifkin was named Fortune‘s best networker. Rifkin is a Palo Alto engineer who has

$ SBA Certifications (4)

founded a few companies. He seems relatively anonymous, though, for someone with more

$ Skills (37)

powerful connections on LinkedIn than even LinkedIn CEO Jeff Weiner.

$ Small Business (12)
It turns out Rifkin has built a career based on helping others. Since 1994, he’s made it a point to
connect people, give career advice, educate other engineers, and do other mensch-like things. His
rule of thumb, writes Grant: “You should be willing to do something that will take you five minutes or

$ Social Media (23)
$ Strategy (68)

less for anybody.” While Rifkin gives for altruistic reasons, making a habit of the “five-minute favor”
has helped him develop an amazingly rich network that any of us would love to call our own.
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Don’t try to grab the spotlight
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If you’ve watched any TV since 1989, you probably know The Simpsons. However, you might not
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know the name George Meyer. An accomplished writer in Hollywood, Meyer is widely considered to
have more influence on the animated series’ comedic sensibility than anyone else, including creator
Matt Groening.
Writing for a TV show means collaborating with a team of writers. Meyer is well-known for playing
nice in the sandbox. On The Simpsons, where he worked (with some breaks) from 1989-2006, he
often contributed ideas to other writers without expecting recognition. In fact, he received an official
writing credit on only 12 of the 300+ episodes that he had a hand in shaping.
Meyer is clearly a team player who was more concerned with The Simpsons‘ success than personal
glory. But eventually, word of his comedic genius got out: A 2000 New Yorker profile called him “the
funniest man behind the funniest show on TV.”

Powerless communication is actually powerful
Are you involved in sales? You’ll be interested in this one. According to Grant, making the sale isn’t
all about “deliver[ing] a confident, assertive pitch.” In fact, being too forceful only makes people put
up their guard because they’re suspicious of your intentions.
A better approach: Be a giver. Rather than telling people what you think they should want —
something a selfish taker would do — ask them questions. Let them tell you what they want. By
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getting them to open up about their hopes and fears, you’ll show that you care about addressing
their needs. And you’ll be more likely to earn their trust and close the deal.
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Above all, don’t be a doormat
Grant stresses the difference between selfless givers and “otherish” givers. The former are naïve in
their giving, not factoring in the motives of those they help. As a result, selfless givers are often
susceptible to takers eager to exploit their generous nature. That is, they serve as doormats, used
and tossed aside by those looking to get ahead.
Otherish givers are savvier. Although they don’t expect reciprocity, they’re more strategic in
deciding whom to help. That means “taking care to trust but verify” — being there for those who
prove to be genuine, but not wasting time on people who are only in it for themselves. The approach
allows givers to use their time more wisely, build a more valuable network, and, ultimately, achieve
greater success.
Whether you want to be more successful in business or are just interested in the psychology behind
professional interactions, check out Give and Take. And if there’s a recent business book that you’d
recommend, please let us know about it below.

Akira Hirai
Akira is the Founder & CEO of Cayenne Consulting. He has over 30 years of
experience both as an entrepreneur and helping other entrepreneurs succeed.
Akira earned his BA in Engineering Sciences from Harvard University. View details.
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